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Rising inequalities between countries are widely investigated. Since they involve diff erent 
aspects, in this paper they are examined through the distribution of countries’ growth and 
development, inclusion and intergenerational equity and sustainability. These aspects 
involve variables that are not normally distributed so diff erent probability density func-
tions (PDFs) have been proposed, tested and compared through literature. This paper 
compares diff erent PDFs that are considered successful in describing distribution of the 
variables involved, as Weibull, gamma, lognormal, normal, loglogistic, Pareto, Burr and 
exponential. They are usually compared using diff erent goodness-of-fi t measures includ-
ing the log-likelihood, sum of squared errors, sum of absolute errors and chi-square statis-
tics which can sometimes lead to divergent conclusions. This paper adds up to these good-
ness-of-fi t measures and includes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises and 
Anderson-Darling statistics, the mean absolute and squared deviation between theoreti-
cal and empirical PDF, the mean absolute and squared deviation between theoretical and 
empirical cumulative distribution function, AIC and BIC as well as the deviation in skew-
ness and kurtosis. Since diff erent distributions can be considered as alternatives and 
goodness-of-fi t measures as confl icting criteria, the problem of fi nding the appropriate 
PDF can be viewed as multiple criteria decision making problem which can be solved 
using PROMETHEE method. However, diff erent preference parameters, lead to diff erent 
ranking, so the fi nal decision is obtained using PROMETHEE Group Decision Support Sys-
tem (GDSS) method. This paper therefore contributes to the existing literature on inequal-
ities between countries and statistics in general by proposing a new approach for distribu-
tion modelling and selection.
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1. Introduction
Econometric models often assume normality, which in most cases is not satisfi ed. The 
consequence is that the F and t statistics of the estimated econometric model are not valid, 
i.e. only an apparent picture of the direction and the signifi cance of the infl uence of indepen-
dent variables on the dependent variable is obtained. Therefore, the appropriate probability 
distribution selection for the variable of interest is extremely important. The analysis of a 
probability distribution is a powerful tool to describe several properties of a variable of inte-
rest, i.e. much more information is available from the full distribution than from the informa-
tion given by a simple mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. There are diff erent 
parametric, semiparametric and nonparametric methods developed for the estimation of 
the underlying probability distribution (Cowell and Flachaire, 2015). Although parametric 
distribution modelling approach requires the a priori selection of the functional form, whe-
reas semiparametric and nonparametric approaches allow the relaxation of the assumptions 
inherent in parametric models, they require much more data which are not available. There-
fore, in this paper eight diff erent parametric distributions are fi tted, i.e. Weibull, gamma, 
lognormal, normal, loglogistic, Pareto, Burr, and exponential, where possible.
The appropriate distribution selection is important for both researchers, as well as practiti-
oners. Although there are already diff erent softwares that enable the automatic distribution 
selection as SPSS, SAS and Minitab, they usually rely on a single goodness-of-fi t criterion and 
require the selection of either one candidate distribution or more of them. R (Delignette-Muller 
and Dutang, 2015) and MATLAB enable distribution selection among provided set of possible 
distributions using diff erent goodness-of-fi t measures however they do not yield a single solu-
tion. ExpertFit, by Averill Law and Associates (2004), use multiple criteria for selecting the best 
statistical distribution among a set of candidate statistical distributions and provides a ranking 
of the best 3 distributions. However, automatical distribution selection is not in the interest of 
this paper. The usual procedure requires the set hypothesis about the possible distribution, 
estimation of the parameters and application of Kolmogorov-Smirnov or the chi-square test to 
test the set hypothesis. It may happen that diff erent decision makers select diff erent distributi-
ons if more distributions pass the Kolmogorov-Smirnov or chi-square test (Wang et al., 2004). 
Stephens (1974) report that the goodness-of-fi t tests based on empirical distribution functions 
are more powerful than the chi-square statistics. Namely, goodness-of-fi t measures calculate 
the distance between empirical and theoretical distribution, and most commonly used, other 
than Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, are Cramer-von Mises and Anderson-Darling statistics 
(D’Agostino and Stephens, 1986). Anderson-Darling statistics is interesting to use when the 
purpose is to emphasise the tails as well as the main body of a distribution, however, it should 
be used with caution when comparing the goodness-of-fi t of various distribution (Delignette-
Muller and Dutang, 2015). Moreover, the abovementioned statistics do not take into account 
the complexity of the model, i.e. the number of parameters, and can lead to a selection of more 
complex distributions, which in turn can cause the overfi tting. The solution is to use the selec-
tion criteria that penalize the complexity of the model, like Akaike’s (AIC) and Bayesian (BIC) 
information criteria. The appropriate choice of selection criteria is of great importance for dis-
tribution selection. In this paper we add up to abovementioned selection criteria and calculate 
mean squared deviation of the empirical from the theoretical probability distribution function 
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(PDF), mean squared deviation of the empirical from the theoretical cumulative distribution 
function (CDF), mean absolute deviation of the empirical from the theoretical PDF and mean 
absolute deviation of the empirical from the theoretical CDF, as well as the distance as a devia-
tion in skewness and kurtosis of the empirical end theoretical distributions. Namely, other than 
information contained in CDF, the PDF also gives some useful information, as well as their squ-
ared and absolute diff erences. Moreover, the third and fourth central moments of a distribu-
tion provide useful information on the shape of the distribution (Wang et al., 2004). Five distri-
bution selection criteria are evaluated in selecting the best fi tted distribution among eight 
widely used distributions in Chen et al. (2017). They indicate that diff erent model selection cri-
teria often give diff erent optimal distributions, where hypothesis tests are more likely to cho-
ose complex and information-based criteria simpler models. They conclude that it is better to 
use the composite criterion. 
Since in this paper, there are eight possible distributions that are fi tted to a dataset and 
ten selection criteria, the problem of distribution selection can be viewed as multiple criteria 
decision making (MCDM) problem. MCDM methods have been developed and widely used 
in empirical research. However, these methods often rank the alternatives using diff erent 
approach and while the rankings of the alternatives provided by diff erent methods may be 
in agreement sometimes, they often lead to divergent results (Baležentis et al., 2012). In 
order to resolve divergent rankings and disagreements among MCDM methods Kou et al. 
(2012) proposed an approach based on Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi  cient. Poklepović 
and Babić (2014) combined 5 MCDM methods using hybrid approach based on Spearman’s 
rank correlation coeffi  cient to rank stocks on Croatian capital market, where the weights for 
all criteria are obtained using AHP. Perić et al. (2019) ranked 21 counties in Croatia using 14 
diff erent indicators, and combining 10 MCDM methods using a hybrid MCDM approach 
based on Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi  cient. Other research try to solve the divergent 
rankings by combining diff erent methods. Kassaee et al. (2013) propose a hybrid MCDM 
technique to determine the structural relationships and the interrelationships among all the 
evaluation’s dimensions based on the Analytic Network Process (ANP) method determining 
appropriate weightings to each sub-criterion. Finaly, TOPSIS ranks the alternatives in terms 
of their overall performances. Chang et al. (2013) address the ranking inconsistency problem 
and develop a new method selection approach for selecting a fuzzy group MCDM method 
that produces the most preferred group ranking outcome, based on 2 group averaging met-
hods, 3 aggregation procedures and 3 defuzzifi cation methods in an empirical study on the 
green bus fuel technology selection problem. Hsu (2014) combined the grey entropy 
weighting and VIKOR method to rank the Taiwan’s 62 listed opto-electronics companies. 
Babić and Perić (2014) solved the problem of multiproduct vendor selection with volume 
discounts as the fuzzy multi-objective programming, using an integration of AHP, Weighted 
sum model and fuzzy multi-objective mixed-integer programming to defi ne the optimum 
quantities among the selected suppliers. Kabak and Dağdeviren (2014) proposed an integra-
ted approach, which employs ANP and PROMETHEE methods, to assess the sustainability of 
students’ preferences for university selection. Hatami-Marbini and Kangi (2017) presented a 
group MCDM framework based on 3 versions of fuzzy TOPSIS for selecting undervalued 
stocks using fi nancial ratios and subjective judgments of experts in fi nancial markets. 
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Vuković et al. (2020) compared the hybrid MCDM approach based on 5 diff erent methods 
with modern portfolio theory (MPT) stock selection. Finally, Ishizaka and Nemery (2011) 
select the best statistical distribution and show that diff erent preference parameters, given 
by decision maker in PROMETHEE and GAIA modelling, lead to diff erent ranking, where the 
fi nal decision is obtained using PROMETHEE Group Decision Support System (GDSS) met-
hod. The case study is an engineering problem involving machine tools provided by Wang et 
al. (2004) who propose the multicriteria evaluation approach for the selection of the best 
statistical distribution in an engineering problem.
Majority of the research dealing with diff erent decision making problems, in diff erent 
areas of interest, combine few methods to fi nd the fi nal ranking. Although they sometimes 
show similar results, they also can produce rather divergent rankings of the alternatives. The-
refore, this paper aims to fi nd an alternative approach to fi nd an optimal solution by combi-
ning the ranking either from diff erent methods, or from diff erent rankings of the same met-
hod, given by diff erent input parameters. Namely, the goal of this paper is to resolve diver-
gent rankings of the alternatives obtained from diff erent PROMETHEE II scenarios, i.e. diff e-
rent decision makers, using an approach based on PROMETHEE Group Decision Support 
System, which allows to rank the alternatives according to several criteria and decision 
makers (Macharis et al., 1998). This paper relies on fi ndings of Ishizaka and Nemery (2011) 
that used the similar methodology with the application to fi nding the best statistical distri-
bution in an engineering problem. 
The application of this paper is distribution fi tting of diff erent variables important for the 
assessment of the countries’ economic progress, i.e. GDP per capita, labour productivity, 
employment, healthy life expectancy, median household income, poverty rate, income gini, 
wealth gini, adjusted net savings, dependency ratio, public debt as a share of GDP and carbon 
intensity of GDP (WEF, 2017). Namely, these variables are used to indicate countries’ perfor-
mance, and can indicate on inherent inequality among the countries. They are not normally 
distributed they show asymmetry and fat-tails, and their distribution should be selected appro-
priately. Estimated density function for GDP per capita is even bimodal but most of parametric 
distributions do not fi t multimodal distribution (Cowell and Flachaire, 2015) so it is not exami-
ned here in that context. Pareto distribution is used to model the income distribution and it is 
commonly used to model the upper tail of income and wealth distributions. The lognormal 
distribution is successfully fi tted with many diff erent datasets including income, wages, real 
estate, profi ts etc. and is often used in empirical research as it is closely related to normal distri-
bution. Gamma and Weibull distributions also show a good fi t in empirical studies (Salem and 
Mount, 1974; Bandourian et al., 2003). The Burr distribution can fi t a wide range of empirical 
data, such as household income, insurance risk, etc., since diff erent values of its parameters 
cover a broad set of skewness and kurtosis. Moreover, empirical results point that exponential 
income law universally holds in most countries all over the world, and compared to other dis-
tributions, which have two or more fi tting parameters, the exponential distribution has only 
one fi tting parameter and produces more parsimonious fi t (Tao et al., 2019). Moreover, Chen et 
al. (2014) prove that the income distribution of urban residents in the period from 2005 to 2010 
fi ts loglogistic distribution. Therefore, in this paper eight diff erent parametric distributions: 
Weibull, gamma, lognormal, normal, loglogistic, Pareto, Burr, and exponential are fi tted where 
possible to twelve diff erent variables.
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This paper contributes to the existing literature in several ways. Firstly, it emphasises the need 
for a proper distribution selection, especially in economics but in other sciences as well. Secondly, 
it points out to diff erent selection criteria that need to be taken into consideration when selecting 
the appropriate distribution of a random variable. Further, it applies a method for group decision 
making, i.e. for combining diff erent scenarios, in distribution fi tting. Namely, the proposed 
approach in this paper other than providing diff erent selection criteria it includes subjective jud-
gement in an integrated framework. Finally, it applies the proposed approach for twelve diff erent 
variables to examine the inequalities between the countries in terms of distribution of countries’ 
growth and development, inclusion and intergenerational equity and sustainability. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and met-
hodology. Section 3 presents empirical fi ndings with discussion of the results. Finally, conclu-
sions and directions for future research are provided in Section 4.
2. Data and methodology
2.1. Data, variables and distribution fi tting criteria
Distribution fi tting to a random variable consists in probability distribution selection, para-
meter estimation and comparison of the selected fi tted distributions using various goodness-of-
fi t measures. In this paper eight diff erent parametric distributions f(.|θ) with parameter  
where possible (i.e. Weibull, gamma, lognormal, normal, loglogistic, Pareto, Burr, and exponen-
tial) are fi tted to twelve diff erent continuous random variables (GDP per capita, labour producti-
vity, employment, healthy life expectancy, median household income, poverty rate, income gini, 
wealth gini, adjusted net savings, dependency ratio, public debt as a share of GDP and carbon 
intensity of GDP) that are constituents of Inclusive Development Index for year 2018 (WEF, 2018). 
Detailed explanation of the fi tted distributions can be found in Lubrano (2017) and Kleiber and 
Kotz (2003). Distribution parameters θ are estimated by maximizing the likelihood function:
  (1)
where xi are the n observations of variable X and f(.|θ) is the PDF.
To compare diff erent distributions and to fi nd the appropriate one for the particular varia-
ble, ten goodness-of-fi t measures are employed. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), Cramer-von Mises 
(CM) and Anderson-Darling (AD) statistics (Stephens, 1986) are calculated as a distance 
between theoretical (F) and empirical (Fn) CDF, where xi are arranged in an ascending order as:
 KS  (2)
 CM  (3)
 AD  (4)
where Fi F(xi) for simplicity. 
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Akaike’s (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) are calculated as:
 AIC = –2 · loglikelihood + 2 · k (5)
 BIC = –2 · loglikelihood + 2 · ln(n) (6)
where k is the number of estimated parameters. Mean squared deviation of the empirical 
from the theoretical PDF (MSEp), mean squared deviation of the empirical from the theoreti-
cal CDF (MSEC), mean absolute deviation of the empirical from the theoretical PDF (MAEp) and 





Finally, the distance as a deviation in skewness and kurtosis (Wang et al, 2004) is:
  (11)
where a3, a4 and â3, â4 are coeffi  cients of skewness and kurtosis of the empirical end the-
oretical distributions respectively. The lower the values of all goodness-of-fi t measures the 
better the sample fi ts the selected distribution.
Since for each variable there are eight diff erent distributions (alternatives) that are fi tted, 
where possible, and evaluated using ten goodness-of-fi t measures (criteria), the problem of 
probability distribution selection becomes a multi criteria decision making problem which is 
solved using PROMETHEE method.
2.2. PROMETHEE and GDSS methods
PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization METHod for Enrichment Evaluation) com-
pares and ranks alternatives which are simultaneously evaluated on at least two quantitative 
and qualitative criteria (Brans and Marechal, 2005). It is commonly used in MCDM problems. 
Suppose the following multicriteria problem: 
  (12)
where A is a fi nite set of possible alternatives, i.e. A = {A1, A2,... Am}, and fj are n criteria which 
have to be maximized. When two alternatives a and b (Ak and Al) are compared with respect 
to particular criterion the result of the comparison has to be expressed in terms of preferen-
ces. A preference function defi ned as P:A×A[0, 1], gives the intensity of preference of the 
alternative a over the alternative b. One preference function out of six types is selected for 
each criterion depending on the intensity and the course of preferences. Moreover, for each 
criterion the relative importance (weight) wj is determined. After specifying preference 
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function Pj and weight wj for each criterion fj, the preference index Π is defi ned as the 
weighted average of the preference functions Pj:
  (13)
 Preference index Π(a, b) represents the intensity of preference of the decision maker 
of alternative a over alternative b, when considering simultaneously all the criteria. For each 
alternative positive (a) and negative fl ows (a) are defi ned:
 ,  (14)
 Positive fl ow expresses how an alternative a is outranking all the others. It is its 
power, i.e. the higher (a), the better the alternative. Negative fl ow provides a measure of 
the outranked character of a. It is its weakness, i.e. the lower the (a), the better the alterna-
tive. That is PROMETHEE I partial relation. A total preorder (complete ranking without incom-
parabilities) or PROMETHEE II complete relation is further defi ned by considering for each 
alternative a A the net outranking fl ow as the balance between the “power” and the “wea-
kness” for each alternative:
 (a) = (a) – (a). (15)
The higher the net fl ow (a) the better the alternative.
Since diff erent weights of criteria and diff erent preference function parameters defi ned 
by the decision maker lead to diff erent rankings, a group decision can be reached using the 
PROMETHEE GDSS model. It allows to rank the alternatives according to several criteria and 
decision makers (Macharis et al., 1998). Namely, in PROMETHEE GDSS approach each ranking 
given by the net fl ows is considered as a criterion in a new global model. This new global 
model collects for each decision maker, or for each scenario containing diff erent rankings 
obtained by alternating weights of criteria and preference functions, the net fl ow vector in a 
global decision matrix and applies PROMETHEE II, where additionally each global criterion 
can have the same or a diff erent weight.
2.3. Scenarios
Diff erent decision makers can choose diff erent combination of preference functions and 
criteria weights, yielding with divergent alternatives’ ranking. In this paper, three diff erent 
scenarios are presented. The fi rst scenario has the same weight for all criteria and uses usual 
criterion. The second scenario has the same weight for all criteria and uses Gaussian criterion 
with the parameter s corresponding to a standard deviation of each criterion. In the third 
scenario decision maker defi nes the weights of criteria (obtained by eigenvector method - 
Saaty (2001)) and the set of generalized criteria. The weights of criteria for the third scenario 
are given in Table 2 and the set of generalized criteria with defi ned parameters (q, p and s) in 
Tables 3-5. Finally, the PROMETHEE GDSS is applied to tree scenarios to get the fi nal ranking 
of the alternatives, where the net fl ows of each decision maker have the same weight, 
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assuming that all the decision makers are experts in this fi eld, with the set of generalized 
criteria and defi ned parameters (q, p and s) given in Tables 6-8.
3. Empirical results
Descriptive statistics with sample size, minimum, maximum, median, mean (μ), standard 
deviation (σ), skewness (α3) and kurtosis (α4) for twelve variables (GDP per capita, labour pro-
ductivity, employment, healthy life expectancy, median household income, poverty rate, 
income gini, wealth gini, adjusted net savings, dependency ratio, public debt/GDP and car-
bon intensity/GDP) that are constituents of Inclusive Development Index for 2018 (WEF, 
2018) are given in Table 13. 
Table 1 Descriptive statistics




GDP per capita 99 218 111001 6491.5 16562.3 21842.7 1.96 7.00
Median daily income 99 1.10 63.80 9.15 16.33 16.10 1.25 3.49
Public debt 94 9.50 239.20 52.05 58.78 34.51 2.24 11.29
Carbon intensity 99 3.20 1104.6 54.50 104.04 154.45 4.47 27.17
Poverty rate 99 0.30 91.10 11.70 23.29 26.81 1.36 3.46
Employment rate 99 34.80 84.60 58.55 58.14 11.20 0.28 2.83
Income gini 99 24.40 57.70 37.10 37.15 7.44 0.32 2.61
Wealth gini 99 44.80 92.60 69.90 69.41 11.49 -0.22 2.45
Life expectancy 99 44.40 74.90 66.45 64.42 7.27 -0.95 3.12
Labour productivity 99 1451 206734 35338 43846.5 36825.7 1.34 5.90
Dependency ratio 99 35.20 101.50 53.00 57.91 15.28 1.30 4.02
Adjusted net savings 94 -15.30 40.40 7.80 8.61 10.29 0.17 3.27
Source: authors’ calculations in R Studio
3 Number of observations depends on the data availability. WEF (2018) has data for 107 countries. Since Cambodia, 
Chad, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Honduras, Iran, Lesotho, Kenya, Mongolia, Morocco, New 
Zealand, Singapore have missing data for certain variables, they are eliminated from further calculations.
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Figure 1 Histogram and theoretical PDFs (upper left), empirical and theoretical CDFs (lower left), Q-Q 
plot (upper right) and P-P plot (lower right) for GDP per capita
Source: authors’ calculations in R Studio
Variables exhibit both positive and negative skewness with mostly leptokurtic but also 
platykurtic distributions. Large diff erences between countries can be observed also from 
Figures 1-3. There are inherent inequalities among the countries. GDP per capita has the 
coeffi  cient of variation of 131,9% indicating large dispersion. The same can be concluded for 
all variables. The aim of this paper is to fi nd the appropriate distribution for each variable 
among eight parametric distributions: Weibull (W), gamma (G), lognormal (LN), normal (N), 
loglogistic (LL), Pareto (P), Burr (B) and exponential (E).
Using ten criteria, for GDP per capita, median daily income and public debt the results are 
inconclusive, i.e. some criteria favour one distribution over the others. The results for these 
variables are given in Tables 3-5 with the best alternative according to each criterion bolded. 
Density function of the fi tted distributions along with histogram of the empirical distribution 
(upper left panel), empirical and fi tted CDFs (lower left panel), Q-Q plot (upper right panel) 
representing the empirical against the theoretical quantiles and P-P plot (lower right panel) 
representing the empirical against fi tted distribution function evaluated at each data point, are 
given in Figures 1 to 3. Density and CDF plots may be considered as the basic classical good-
ness-of-fi t plots. The Q-Q plot emphasizes the lack-of-fi t at the distribution tails while the P-P 
plot emphasizes the lack-of-fi t at the distribution centre (Delignette-Muller and Dutang, 2015). 
For GDP per capita (Figure 1) only the normal distribution stands out in all the plots as the dis-
tribution that does not fi t the data at all. Moreover, at the distribution tails the Weibull distribu-
tion for GDP per capita seems to have the best fi t. For median daily income (Figure 2) also nor-
mal distribution stands out in all the plots as the distribution that does not fi t well the data, 
whereas Burr and lognormal have the best fi t at the tails of the distribution. For public debt 
(Figure 3) Pareto and exponential distributions do not fi t the data well. For other variables the 
appropriate distribution is either uniquely selected using all criteria or the criteria show confl ic-
ting results in only 2 or 3 cases. For carbon intensity in 6 out of 10 criteria and for employment 
rate in 7 out of 10 criteria the Burr distribution is the optimal one. For poverty rate the distribu-
tion is either Weibull, loglogistic or exponential; net income gini follows Gamma distribution; 
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wealth gini, life expectancy and labour productivity Weibull; dependency ratio either lognor-
mal or loglogistic in most cases; while adjusted net savings follow normal distribution4.
Figure 2 Histogram and theoretical PDFs (upper left), empirical and theoretical CDFs (lower left), Q-Q 
plot (upper right) and P-P plot (lower right) for median daily income
Source: authors’ calculations in R Studio
Figure 3 Histogram and theoretical PDFs (upper left), empirical and theoretical CDFs (lower left), Q-Q 
plot (upper right) and P-P plot (lower right) for public debt
Source: authors’ calculations in R Studio
4 The results for other variables are not presented due to the lack of space and are available from the authors upon 
request.
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For three variables that show the confl ict among the criteria in distribution selection, i.e. 
GDP per capita, median daily income and public debt, there is a motive to further use PRO-
METHEE method. The weights of criteria are set to one for each criterion in Scenario 1 and 2, 
while for Scenario 3 they are obtained using the eigenvector method in Expert choice. Sce-
nario 1 uses the Usual preference function type, while Scenario 2 uses the Gaussian prefe-
rence function type with the parameter s corresponding to a standard deviation of each cri-
terion5. The preference function types, along with thresholds (q, p and s) and criteria weights 
for Scenario 3 are given in Tables 2-4 along with the decision matrices.
Table 2  Decision matrix with preference function types and thresholds in Scenario 3 for GDP 
per capita
KS CM AD AIC BIC MSEp MSEc MAEp MAEc D
W 0.082 0.14 1.01 2088.6 2093.7 1.33E-10 1.64E-8 3.48E-6 9.39E-5 152.4
LN 0.066 0.08 0.62 2084.0 2089.1 1.19E-10 2.04E-8 3.72E-6 1.18E-4 36.7
N 0.242 1.80 9.41 2239.5 2244.6 6.11E-11 1.49E-7 4.49E-6 3.00E-4 6.7
LL 0.062 0.09 0.74 2090.8 2095.9 1.65E-10 9.11E-6 7.05E-6 2.80E-3 10244.6
P 0.075 0.11 0.86 2089.0 2094.2 9.56E-11 2.00E-8 3.47E-6 1.02E-4 22.0
S3 V V V VI VI IV III IV III I
wj 78.45 55.77 210.37 109.37 290.62 18.82 18.82 38.75 27.20 151.78
q 0.01 0.015 0.1 0.4 0.4
p 0.1 0.5 0.3 1 2 1 2
s 67.75 67.74
Source: authors’ calculations in R Studio
Table 3  Decision matrix with preference function types and thresholds in Scenario 3 for 
median daily income
KS CM AD AIC BIC MSEp MSEc MAEp MAEc D
W 0.087 0.176 1.232 747.3 752.4 3.94E-5 0.0306 0.0038 0.1357 0.0966
G 0.093 0.204 1.349 746.9 752.0 3.59E-5 0.0348 0.0038 0.1436 0.0215
LN 0.072 0.068 0.667 742.8 748.0 5.90E-5 0.0490 0.0041 0.1923 1.8012
N 0.196 1.219 6.810 825.8 830.9 7.48E-5 0.1880 0.0063 0.3020 2.3020
LL 0.069 0.074 0.733 749.5 754.6 1.60E-2 1.6544 0.0177 1.0425 8720.7
B 0.078 0.139 1.054 749.1 756.9 3.76E-5 0.0326 0.0037 0.1401 0.1007
E 0.076 0.140 1.091 745.4 748.0 4.42E-5 0.0265 0.0039 0.1262 0.3290
S3 V V V VI VI IV III IV III I
wj 78.45 55.77 210.37 109.37 290.62 18.82 18.82 38.75 27.20 151.78
q 0.01 0.01 0.1 1 0.02
p 0.1 0.1 0.3 2 0.5 0.3 0.5
s 29.93 30.00
Source: authors’ calculations in R Studio
5 It is not given since it can be calculated from the decision matrix and is available from the authors upon request.
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Net fl ows and rankings of distributions for diff erent scenarios and fi nally for GDSS PRO-
METHEE method for GDP per capita, median daily income and public debt are given in Tables 
5-7 respectively. Since diff erent weights of criteria and preference function parameters defi -
ned by the decision maker lead to diff erent rankings of the appropriate distributions for each 
variable, a group decision can be reached using the PROMETHEE GDSS model. The prefe-
rence function types with thresholds (q, p and s) for PROMETHEE GDSS method are also 
given in Tables 5-7 along with the fi nal rankings in the last column. 
Table 4  Decision matrix with preference function types and thresholds in Scenario 3 for 
public debt
KS CM AD AIC BIC MSEp MSEc MAEp MAEc D
W 0.080 0.212 1.509 907.9 913.0 1.25E-6 0.0013 0.0007 0.0269 0.4589
G 0.079 0.074 0.478 895.4 900.5 1.51E-7 0.0003 0.0003 0.0155 0.0361
LN 0.054 0.028 0.195 891.0 896.0 4.95E-7 0.0003 0.0005 0.0125 0.0642
N 0.126 0.484 3.016 935.5 940.6 3.34E-6 0.0048 0.0012 0.0446 0.5581
LL 0.069 0.036 0.197 890.3 895.4 4.01 1799.2 0.0920 40.9 10682.8
P 0.276 2.110 11.078 957.9 963.0 1.61E-5 0.0234 0.0023 0.1050 0.1582
B 0.071 0.036 0.194 892.2 899.9 5.45E-7 0.0004 0.0005 0.0142 0.1573
E 0.276 2.108 11.070 955.9 958.4 1.61E-5 0.0234 0.0023 0.1051 0.1574
S3 V V V VI VI IV III IV III I
wj 78.45 55.77 210.37 109.37 290.62 18.82 18.82 38.75 27.20 151.78
q 0.01 0.01 0.1 1 0.5
p 0.1 0.1 0.3 4 0.5 1 3
s 29.44 28.67
Source: authors’ calculations in R Studio
Table 5  Net fl ows and rankings of distributions for diff erent scenarios and GDSS PROMETHEE 
method for GDP per capita
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Type III V III
q 0.1
p 0.9 0.5 0.8
s GDSS
Dist. Ф rank Ф rank Ф rank Ф rank
W 0.1 3 0.1856 3 0.028 3 0.2269 3
LN 0.45 1 0.2051 2 0.3122 1 0.5272 1
N -0.45 5 -0.3157 5 -0.5872 5 -0.7481 5
LL -0.4 4 -0.3114 4 -0.0207 4 -0.4454 4
P 0.3 2 0.2364 1 0.2678 2 0.4393 2
Source: authors’ calculations in Decision Lab
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Table 6  Net fl ows and rankings of distributions for diff erent scenarios and GDSS PROMETHEE 
method for median daily income
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Type III V III
q 0.1
p 1.1 0.5 1.1
s GDSS
Dist. Ф rank Ф rank Ф rank Ф rank
W 0.1667 4 0.1603 4 0.1074 4 0.208 4
G 0.1333 5 0.1548 5 0.0518 6 0.1766 5
LN 0.2833 2 0.1731 1 0.259 1 0.3009 2
N -0.8333 7 -0.4247 7 -0.8629 7 -0.8696 7
LL -0.3667 6 -0.3965 6 0.0768 5 -0.3803 6
B 0.2333 3 0.1637 3 0.1924 2 0.2616 3
E 0.3833 1 0.1693 2 0.1754 3 0.3028 1
Source: authors’ calculations in Decision Lab
Table 7  Net fl ows and rankings of distributions for diff erent scenarios and GDSS PROMETHEE 
method for public debt
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Type III V III
q 0.1
p 1.1 0.5 1.1
s GDSS
Dist. Ф rank Ф rank Ф rank Ф rank
W -0.0571 4 0.1828 4 0.0296 5 0.1325 4
G 0.4857 3 0.2225 3 0.3761 3 0.4463 3
LN 0.8286 1 0.237 1 0.5141 1 0.5837 1
N -0.3429 6 0.0338 5 -0.3544 6 -0.1943 5
LL -0.1286 5 -0.3266 8 0.1112 4 -0.2275 6
P -0.7429 8 -0.2923 7 -0.577 8 -0.6381 8
B 0.5286 2 0.2289 2 0.4623 2 0.4899 2
E -0.5714 7 -0.286 6 -0.562 7 -0.5925 7
Source: authors’ calculations in Decision Lab
For GDP per capita the best distribution is either lognormal or Pareto according to Scena-
rios 1-3, while the worst distribution is always normal. Using GDSS PROMETHEE method 
lognormal distribution is selected as the most appropriate for GDP per capita. For median 
daily income the best distribution is either lognormal or exponential according to Scenarios 
1-3, while the worst distribution is always normal. Using GDSS PROMETHEE method the 
exponential distribution is selected as the most appropriate for median daily income. For 
public debt, the best distribution is always lognormal according to all Scenarios, while the 
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worst distribution is either Pareto or loglogistic. Using GDSS PROMETHEE method the lognor-
mal distribution is selected as the most appropriate for public debt.
4. Conclusion
In this paper the aim was to fi nd the appropriate statistical distribution for diff erent 
variables that are the indicators of inequalities between the countries, i.e. the indicators of 
countries’ growth and development, inclusion and intergenerational equity and sustainabi-
lity. By examining eight diff erent distributions for twelve variables using ten selection crite-
ria, the consensus about the best statistical distribution could not be reached for three 
variables: GDP per capita, median daily income and public debt. For other variables the 
appropriate distribution is either uniquely selected using all criteria or the criteria show 
confl icting results in only two or three cases. The Burr distribution is the optimal for carbon 
intensity and employment rate. Net income gini follows Gamma distribution, whereas 
wealth gini, life expectancy and labour productivity follow the Weibull distribution. Adju-
sted net savings follow normal distribution, while dependency ratio has in most cases loglo-
gistic distribution. For poverty rate the distribution is mostly Weibull. Only variables for 
which the consensus about best statistical distribution could not be met are further investi-
gated. Namely, since eight possible parametric distributions are examined using ten crite-
ria, the selection of the appropriate distribution can be seen as MCDM problem which can 
be solved using PROMETHEE II method. In this paper three scenarios are proposed, repre-
senting three diff erent decision makers. Since diff erent decision makers choose diff erent 
combinations of preference functions and weights, yielding each time with diff erent ran-
king of the alternatives, the PROMETHEE GDSS method is applied to get the fi nal group 
ranking of the alternatives. The results of PROMETHEE GDSS method show that for GDP per 
capita the best distribution is lognormal, while the worst distribution is normal. For median 
daily income the best distribution is exponential, while the worst distribution is normal. 
Finally, for public debt, the best distribution is lognormal, while the worst distribution is 
Pareto. The results are in line with previous research that point out to the necessity to 
correctly apply the appropriate distribution in econometric modelling since these variables, 
that are most commonly used as indicators of countries’ growth and development, inclu-
sion and intergenerational equity and sustainability, do not follow the normal distribution 
in most cases. However, a clear consensus can not be reached for all the variables involved 
since the Weibull distribution is selected 4 times as the best distribution, lognormal and 
Burr distributions are selected two times whereas gamma, normal, loglogistic and expo-
nential are each selected one time as the most appropriate distribution. Only Pareto distri-
bution is never the best one for neither of the variables. Since the distribution of the same 
variable in another observed year can be changed, these results are valid but that they are 
not worth in general. Further research should be conducted in diff erent periods to investi-
gate whether the same conclusions can be reached regarding the distribution selection. 
Therefore, both researchers and practitioners should be careful when selecting the appro-
priate distribution. They should use the proposed criteria and PROMETHEE GDSS methodo-
logy to get the fi nal consensus about the best distribution.
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Sažetak
ODABIR DISTRIBUCIJE VJEROJATNOSTI KORIŠTENJEM PROMETHEE GDSS METODE
Rastuće nejednakosti među zemljama su česti predmet istraživanja. Budući da uključuju različite 
aspekte, u ovom se radu ispituju kroz distribuciju rasta i razvoja zemalja, uključivanja i 
međugeneracijskog kapitala i održivosti. Ti aspekti uključuju varijable koje nisu normalno dis-
tribuirane, pa su predložene, ispitane i uspoređene kroz literaturu različite distribucije vjerojatnosti. 
Ovaj rad uspoređuje različite distribucije vjerojatnosti koje se smatraju uspješnima u opisivanju dis-
tribucije uključenih varijabli, kao što su Weibull, gama, lognormalna, normalna, logistička, Pareto, 
Burr i eksponencijalna. Uobičajneno se uspoređuju pomoću različitih mjera prilagođavanja koje 
uključuju funkciju vjerodostojnosti, zbroj kvadrata pogrešaka, zbroj apsolutnih pogrešaka te hi-
kvadrat test, koje ponekad mogu dovesti do različitih zaključaka. Ovaj se rad nadovezuje na preth-
odno navedene mjere prilagođavanja i uključuje dodatne mjere kao što su Kolmogorov-Smirnov, 
Cramer-von Mises i Anderson-Darling statistika, srednje apsolutno i kvadratno odstupanje između 
teorijske i empirijske distribucije vjerojatnosti, srednje apsolutno i kvadratno odstupanje između 
teorijske i empirijske kumulativne distribucije vjerojatnosti, AIC i BIC informacijske kriterije, kao i 
odstupanje u asimetriji i zaobljenosti distribucije. Budući da se različite distribucije mogu smatrati 
alternativama, a mjere prilagođavanja proturječnim kriterijima, problem pronalaska odgovarajuće 
distribucije vjerojatnosti postaje višekriterijalni problem koji se može riješiti metodom PROMETHEE. 
Međutim, različiti parametri i funkcije preferencije dovode do različitog rangiranja pa se konačna 
odluka donosi pomoću PROMETHEE metode za podršku grupnom donošenju odluka (GDSS). Ovaj 
rad stoga doprinosi postojećoj literaturi o nejednakostima među zemljama i statistici općenito 
predlažući novi pristup za modeliranje i odabir distribucije vjerojatnosti.
Ključne riječi: distribucija vjerojatnosti, mjere prilagođavanja, PROMETHEE GDSS metoda.
